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We illustrate a technique by which heterodyne-detected sum-frequency generation

spectroscopy is performed at multiple angles of incidence in order to decompose

components of the second-order susceptibility tensor when all beams are polarized

parallel to the plane of incidence. As an illustration we study the non-vibrationally

resonant gold response. We benchmark our results by comparing with measurements

obtained in a polarization scheme that isolates a single element of the susceptibility

tensor. Our technique is particularly valuable in the case of metal substrates, where

the surface selection rule often prevents spectra from being acquired in multiple beam

polarizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Visible-infrared sum-frequency generation is a second-order nonlinear vibrational spec-

troscopy technique that is valued for its ability to probe the structure of molecules at solid,

liquid, and vapor interfaces.1–3 Under the electric dipole approximation, the second-order

electric susceptibility χ(2) is non-zero only in the absence of inversion symmetry.4,5 There-

fore, when a broadband or tunable infrared beam is spatially- and temporally-overlapped

with a fixed frequency visible or near-infrared beam, vibrational resonances in χ(2) of sur-

face species may be observed. Performing the experiment with different beam polarizations

enables different elements of the rank-3 χ(2) tensor to be obtained. If the orientation of a

chemical functional group is of interest, measurements are typically carried out in at least

two polarization schemes. For example, an experiment in which the s-polarized component

of the SFG is measured when s-polarized visible and p-polarized infrared is used (the so-

called ssp scheme) selectively probes χ
(2)
yyz (see Fig. 1). Similarly, sps experiments provide

access to χ
(2)
yzy. If we consider the methyl symmetric stretch, the orientation of its C3 axis

may be determined from the ratio χ
(2)
yyz/χ

(2)
yzy. There are many descriptions in the literature

that provide details on this procedure.6–12

Collecting spectra in multiple polarization schemes generally works well for dielectric

interfaces, keeping in mind that the surface fields are enhanced or reduced at specific angles

of incidence, and the optimum settings depend on the polarization of all beams.13–15 In the

case of metals, however, the amplitude of s-polarized light (electric field vector perpendicular

to the plane of incidence) at the surface is strongly reduced. The extent to which the

surface field decreases is dependent on the metal and specific frequency, but often creates the

situation where only the ppp polarization scheme yields appreciable signals. This presents a

challenge for orientation analysis as χ
(2)
xxz, χ

(2)
xzx, χ

(2)
zxx and χ

(2)
zzz are all potential contributors

to the measured response. If the nature of the surface species and the vibrational assignment

are well understood, then one option is to perform homodyne (intensity) measurements of

ppp spectra at multiple angles of incidence and then simultaneously solve for the amplitudes

of interest by assuming a specific lineshape, such as a Lorentzian.16–19 For samples that

generate response with both s- and p-components of the incident fields, there are methods

that can extract the χ(2) tensor elements by varying the beam polarizations.20,21

Here we present an approach that is universally applicable, can measure complex-valued
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χ(2) elements, and is able to provide the dispersion of these quantities throughout the region

over which the laser frequencies are tuned. We demonstrate our method applied to the case

of the gold surface, of interest to many surface studies.22–26 The choice of gold is further mo-

tivated by its universal use as a support for (e.g. thiolated) self-assembled molecular layers,

its chemical stability in air and its intense SFG nonresonant response (due to contributions

from its free and bound electrons.27,28) We begin by introducing some formalism that relates

the surface fields to the incidence and reflected SFG fields. We also describe the quadrupolar

response from the bulk of the material. We then analyze heterodyne-detected ssp SFG data

to obtain the magnitude and phase of χ
(2)
yyz from a gold surface when the visible laser is fixed

at 532 nm, and the infrared beam has a frequency of 2800 cm−1. We use these results to

verify the outcome of our analysis of multi-angle heterodyne ppp experiment on gold from

40–70◦. In the end, our method is applicable to any dielectric or metal surface, but is par-

ticularly valuable when structural information is sought and two or three independent χ(2)

elements must be extracted from ppp data.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Nonlinear optical response of metal surface and bulk in SFG

Before turning to the description of our heterodyne angle-dependent method, we first

review the essential nonlinear properties of gold in order to determine which tensor com-

ponents have to be taken into account in the data analysis. The second-order nonlinear

optical response of a metal surface has been studied soon after the first reported evidence

of second harmonic generation (SHG),29–31 and continues to be of interest in the SHG and

SFG community.32–40 The description of the nonlinear gold response presented here follows

from the general phenomenological model of surface and bulk SFG response,27,29,41–43 anal-

ogous to SHG models, such as that developed by Mizrahi and Sipe.44 For a polycrystalline

cubic material, the bulk and surface behave essentially like an isotropic system. The surface

second-order polarization has its origins in the discontinuity of the electron density while

crossing the interface at z = 0 (see Fig. 1), creating large electric field gradients.42,43 The

resulting surface nonlinear polarization is obtained by integration of the bulk polarization

along z across the interface.41 The surface terms of the gold second-order susceptibility
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FIG. 1. Definition of the coordinate system and conventions used in this analysis for the (a) ssp

and (b) ppp polarization schemes. z is along the surface normal, (x, y) define the interface between

air and gold, and (x, z) is the plane of incidence.

χ
(2)
ijk,surf , defined as P S

i = χ
(2)
ijk,surfEvis,jEIR,k have C∞v symmetry, leaving only the usual seven

non-vanishing terms zzz, xxz = yyz, xzx = yzy and zxx = zyy (Table I).45 The parallel

components of the electric fields experience no gradients as they are continuous across the

interface, so the surface zxx term vanishes.43,46

Apart from these surface-specific contributions, the emitted SFG also contains contribu-

tions from bulk effects, which we present in more detail as their properties fundamentally

differ from the well-known surface terms. In isotropic materials, they arise from the gradi-

ents associated with the propagation of the light waves (electric fields Evis and EIR) inside

the bulk, and therefore depend on their bulk wavevectors qvis and qIR where qi = qi,xx̂−qi,z ẑ

and

qi,x =
ωi

c
sin θi =

niωi

c
sin θTi ,

qi,z = ni
ωi

c
cos θTi ,

(1)

where ni is the bulk refractive index at ωi (refractive index of air is taken as unity), and θi

and θTi are the angles of incidence of beam i in air and in the bulk, respectively. The situation

is different when bulk dipolar contributions are allowed, for example in a chiral liquid,47,48 as

they will dominate the quadrupolar response due to the gradients. The penetration of light

inside the gold is limited by the large value of the attenuation coefficient: at 532 nm, the

electric field decays to 1/e of its initial value after 37 nm; at 2800 cm−1 the corresponding

value is 23 nm. However, considering fcc gold with a lattice constant around 0.4 nm, the

penetration depth is greater than 50 unit cells. The bulk terms are therefore important to

consider. In addition, large attenuation results in large wavevectors in Eq. 1, leading to

large field gradients as will be discussed later (Eq. 3).

In the literature, the comparison between surface and bulk terms has been extensively
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studied for SHG,49,50 but less so for SFG.4,51–57 There are two ways to describe the bulk

contributions from an isotropic medium. The first one is inspired from the original work

of Bloembergen and Pershan,29 separating the nonlinear polarization inside the bulk into

components parallel and perpendicular to the source wavevector qvis +qIR. Each component

radiates in the reflected and transmitted directions as deduced from the boundary conditions

at the interface. This formulation leads to a single, compact but intricate, bulk contribu-

tion to the effective nonlinear susceptibility that is added to the surface terms.27,42,43 In

the isotropic case, the bulk source is parametrized by the non-vanishing coefficients of the

quadrupolar nonlinear susceptibility defined by

PB(qvis,qIR, r) = PB(qvis,qIR) exp [i(qvis + qIR) · r] (2)

with

PB(qvis,qIR) = i [Dvisqvis(Evis · EIR) + ∆vis(qvis · EIR)Evis

+DIRqIR(Evis · EIR) + ∆IR(qIR · Evis)EIR]
(3)

under the plane wave hypothesis qi · Ei = 0. Analogous coefficients have long been defined

in SHG58,59 and extension to crystalline cubic materials is possible by adding anisotropic

terms.60,61 A quantitative evaluation of these coefficients is necessary to determine the impact

of the bulk response as compared to the surface terms. For this purpose, simple models

enable calculation of the Di and ∆i coefficients in Eq. 3 from the electronic properties of

gold,43 while a more rigorous description requires separating the contributions from free

and bound electrons.27,62 Surface and bulk effective susceptibilities, calculated separately,

reconstruct the total SFG response from gold.28

The second formulation for the bulk terms describes the bulk as an infinite stack of

thin plates, just like the surface terms. Considering that the bulk polarization in Eq. 2 is

independent of the position except for its phase term, each plate radiates the same electric

field as if it were located at z = 0, taking into account the depth-dependent phase shift

∆φ = (∆q)R ·r where (∆q)R = qvis +qIR−qSFG, with qSFG = qSFG,xx̂+qSFG,z ẑ in reflection.

Because of momentum conservation parallel to the surface,29 the wavevector mismatch ∆qR

applies to only the z-components of the wavevectors and ∆qR = −(∆qz)R ẑ. Integration

along z produces an equivalent surface contribution defined by4,53

PB,surf(qvis,qIR) =
i PB(qvis,qIR)

(∆qz)R

(4)
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tensor

element

polarization
dipolar

surface term

inseparable

term

separable bulk

(non-separable as

a function of angle)

separable bulk

(separable as

a function of angle)

xxx ppp - - - yes (1.1)

xzz ppp - - - yes (0.008)

zzx ppp - - - yes (0.008)

zxz ppp - - - yes (0.004)

xxz ppp yes - yes (0.007) -

xzx ppp yes - yes (3.0) -

zxx ppp yes (but 0) yes - yes (0.48)

zzz ppp yes yes yes (0.03) -

yyx ssp - - yes (0.005) -

yyz ssp yes - yes (0.005) -

zyy pss yes (but 0) yes - yes (0.31)

xyy pss - - - yes (0.44)

yxy sps - - - yes (0.2)

yzy sps yes - yes (2.0) -

TABLE I. All 14 possible non-zero elements of χ(2), grouped according to the polarization scheme

in which they are probed.

to which the formulas usually devoted to surface terms may be applied. In particular, an

equivalent surface nonlinear susceptibility of the bulk is defined as

PB,surf
i (qvis,qIR) = χ

(2)
ijk,bulk(qvis,qIR)Ej,visEk,IR. (5)

Comparing SFG emitted in reflection and transmission, in principle, enables the bulk and

surface contributions to be separated.55 It has been demonstrated that part of this bulk

nonlinear susceptibility may be transformed into a true surface nonlinear susceptibility

χ
(2)
ijk,bulk,insep., making it experimentally indistinguishable from χ

(2)
ijk,surf .

4,53

Both formulations have their unique advantages, the first one facilitating modeling of the

dispersion of the nonlinear bulk coefficients, and the second one providing a more facile route

for comparing and combining bulk and surface terms. However, at first sight they may seem
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incompatible because the formulas for the emitted field in the bulk have diverged (compare

for example Refs. 43 and 4). We show in Appendix A that they are in fact equivalent;

we may therefore directly express χ
(2)
ijk,bulk as a function of the Di and ∆i coefficients to

calculate the bulk contribution. Care must be taken when describing the separable and

inseparable bulk nonlinear susceptibilities, as the separable part of this equivalent surface

nonlinear susceptibility only formally behaves as a true surface nonlinear susceptibility as

far as SFG emission is concerned, but essentially differs through its wavevector (qvis, qIR

and ∆q) dependence. As a consequence, the usual symmetry considerations do not apply to

this tensor and a total of 14 terms is expected, listed in Table I. As detailed in Appendix B,

a subset of these coefficients are intrinsically inseparable from the zxx, zyy and zzz surface

terms. In the following, we focus on the separable contributions (Eqs. B5–B8 and B12–B15).

Our goal is to tune the angle of incidence θ to separate the various contributions to

the gold SFG response as a result of their specific angular dependence. Among the bulk

separable terms of the equivalent nonlinear surface susceptibility, those that do not vary

with θ behave exactly like a surface term in our experiment. Following our previous work,27

we have calculated them for both the free and bound electron populations of gold, and

display their magnitudes in Fig. 2. We note that the most intense terms (xzx, yzy and zzz)

are the same for both electron populations (this is also true for all other terms except xxz,

yyz, zzx and yyx) and vary by no more than a few percent over the considered angle range,

as do xxz and yyz. These five elements cannot be separated from surface contributions in

our measurements (see Table I). Therefore, in order to estimate the most important terms

among the nine remaining ones, we calculate the total effective contribution by summing free

and bound electron terms (although their mutual weights may be debated28) and weighting

them by the appropriate Fresnel coefficients (Fig. 3). Their relative magnitude is indicated

in the last column of Table I.

Maximal compatibility between bulk and surface terms is ensured when all quantities

involved (electric fields and polarizations) are defined in the same medium, chosen as the

place where the nonlinearity effectively takes place. In the present case, we consider this

location to be inside gold, at z = 0−.
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FIG. 2. Separable |χ(2)
bulk| as a function of angle of incidence, dividing the contribution into that

from the (a, b) the interband transition and (c, d) the free electron contribution.

B. Local field considerations

The intensity of the reflected SFG is obtained from

ISFG =
8π3ω2

SFG

c3 cos2 θSFG

|χ(2)
eff |

2IvisIIR (6)

where the effective susceptibility is defined as

χ
(2)
eff = Lii,SFGLjj,visLkk,IRei,SFGej,visek,IR(χ

(2)
ijk,surf + χ

(2)
ijk,bulk). (7)

This definition includes elements of the unit polarization vector

e =


± cos θ

1

sin θ

 (8)
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FIG. 3. Bulk effective χ(2) elements as a function of angle of incidence for all four polarization

schemes (a) PPP, (b) SSP, (c) PSS, and (d) SPS. The xzz, zzx, zxz, xxz, and zzz elements that

contribute to PPP are too small to be seen in comparison to xzx, xxx, zxx.

and local field correction tensor

L =


1− rp 0 0

0 1 + rs 0

0 0 (1 + rp)
1

n2

 (9)

with rp and rs the familiar Fresnel reflection coefficients

rp =
n cos θ − cos θT

cos θT + n cos θ
(10a)

rs =
cos θ − n cos θT

cos θ + n cos θT
(10b)

where the refracted angle θT is obtained from Snell’s law. As a reminder, we have assumed

the refractive index is unity for air, and n refers to the complex refractive index of bulk
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FIG. 4. A comparison angle-dependent (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the local field correction

factors for the air–gold interface.

gold in all of our expressions. In our experimental geometry (Fig. 1), positive values of ex

are used to describe in the incoming visible and IR beams; a negative value of ex is used

in the case of the reflected SFG beam. For the vibrationally non-resonant response of gold,

the form of Lzz indicates that we treat the signal as if it originates from the bulk gold just

below the surface (at z = 0−).

The relative magnitude and angle dependence of the L factors applicable to the ppp

polarization scheme is shown in Fig. 4 for the case air–gold interface. In the case where the

refractive index of the visible and SFG beams is similar, and the angle of the reflected SFG

is close to the angle of incident visible beam (they are equal in our collinear geometry) we

expect Lxx,SFGLzzvis = Lzz,SFGLxx,vis.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Our 10 Hz wavelength-scanning SFG system has been described in Ref. 63 and the phase-

sensitive detection and analyis has been illustrated in detail in Refs. 64 and 65. In the

present experiments, a collinear configuration of a 532 nm beam (150 µJ per pulse) and

mid-IR beam at 2800 cm−1 (200 µJ per pulse, 4 cm−1 bandwidth) are incident at varying

angles with a computer-controlled sample stage and detector arm. The external SFG field

(local oscillator, LO) for the heterodyne measurements is generated in transmission from a

piece of 50 µm y-cut α-quartz with its optical axis rotated a few degrees from the plane

of the incident polarization. Although this provided a low intensity LO, it also minimizes

the change in polarization of all beams on account of the birefringence of the y-cut quartz.

Data are collected by rotating a 1 mm fused silica phase shifting unit between the LO and

sample at each incident angle of interest. The generated signal is a temporal interferogram

along the phase-shifting axis and a spectral interferogram along the IR frequency axis.64 Our

phase calibration utilizes a piece of z-cut α-quartz as the reference sample,66 whose phase

has been previously determined in the ssp polarization scheme.64,65 Samples consisted of

vapour deposited (100 nm) gold over a 5 nm Cr adhesion layer on a glass substrate (EMF,

Ithaca NY), cleaned with acetone and anhydrous ethanol prior to measurements. In the

ppp polarization scheme, the phase of the z-cut α-quartz is determined by following the

derivation of Ref. 67 together with our knowledge of the already determined phase of the

z-cut α-quartz in the ssp polarization. We also assume that chiral elements of the nonlinear

susceptibility do not contribute significantly to the SFG response of the bulk phase of the

quartz, and that surface response is negligible when the plane of incidence is close to the

crystallographic axis.68

IV. RESULTS

We introduce the notation that we will use in the remaining sections. χ(2) originating from

the surface dipolar response is abbreviated χ
(2)
surf (first column in Table I). The term χ

(2)
comb.surf

is used when describing the sum of all responses independent of the incident angle (first three

columns). χ
(2)
bulk is used to refer to the bulk response with incident angle dependence (fourth

column). The only exception is the xxz element probed in the ppp polarization scheme,
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where the χ
(2)
xxz,bulk refers to both the angle-dependent and angle-independent contribution.

Any exceptions to this convention will be explicitly stated.

A. ssp polarization scheme

We have demonstrated that the separable bulk contributions are negligible in the ssp

polarization scheme. We drop the subscripts (SFG, vis, IR) from elements of L and e as

their order and designation is understood. We then arrive at the expression

χ(2)
ssp = Lyyey Lyyey Lxxex χ

(2)
yyx,bulk + Lyyey Lyyey Lzzez χ

(2)
yyz,surf

+ Lyyey Lyyey Lzzez χ
(2)
yyz,bulk

≈ Lyyey Lyyey Lzzez χ
(2)
yyz,surf

(11)

where the surface contribution dominates in ssp.

Results of homodyne measurements show the magnitude of the effective susceptibility χ
(2)
ssp

in Fig. 5 (squares) and fit to our model of the local field correction factors (dashed line).

Although it was possible to collect gold ssp data at 532 nm with acceptable signal-to-noise,

this is not necessarily the case for all metals or at different wavelengths in the visible or near-

infrared as a result of the frequency- and angle-dependent local field correction factors, the

elements of L that appear in Eq. 11. Upon dividing by these factors, we obtain χ
(2)
yyz (circles)

that is independent of the angle of incidence (solid line) as expected. This also illustrates our

experimental accuracy in maintaining overlap of the beams and alignment into the detector

as the sample is rotated by 30◦. The fact that we can remove practically all angle dependent

contributions in this treatment also justifies the assumption that χ
(2)
yyx,bulk ≈ χ

(2)
yyz,bulk ≈ 0.

We have also measured the phase of χ
(2)
yyz,surf in an ssp heterodyne experiment and determined

it to be 65± 2◦ at 2800 cm−1.

B. ppp polarization scheme

We now turn to our main interest in treating multiple angle of incidence ppp data. Here

there are eight elements of χ(2) that can contribute. In the case of our surface with azimuthal

symmetry (C∞v), there are only four non-zero elements that contribute to the surface dipolar

response. In the bulk, all eight elements contribute to the overall nonlinear signal. The net
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FIG. 5. Homodyne (intensity) measurements of the magnitude of the effective susceptibility |χ(2)
ssp|

at the air–gold interface as a function of angle (squares). As the data fits well to our model

of |Lyyey Lyyey Lzzez| (dashed line), dividing the data by the local field corrections and unit

polarization vectors produces an essentially angle-independent result (circles). Error bars indicate

one standard deviation about the mean. The errors are small for large angles due to the higher

signal to noise ratio.

result is

χ(2)
ppp = Lxxex Lxxex Lzzez χ

(2)
xxz,comb.surf + Lxxex Lzzez Lxxex χ

(2)
xzx,comb.surf

+ Lzzez Lxxex Lxxex χ
(2)
zxx,comb.surf + Lzzez Lzzez Lzzez χ

(2)
zzz,comb.surf

+ Lxxex Lxxex Lxxex χ
(2)
xxx,bulk + Lxxex Lxxex Lzzez χ

(2)
xxz,bulk

+ Lxxex Lzzezz Lxxex χ
(2)
xzx,bulk + Lxxex Lzzezz Lzzez χ

(2)
xzz,bulk

+ Lzzez Lxxex Lxxex χ
(2)
zxx,bulk + Lzzez Lxxex Lzzez χ

(2)
zxz,bulk

+ Lzzez Lzzez Lxxex χ
(2)
zzx,bulk + Lzzez Lzzez Lzzez χ

(2)
zzz,bulk.

(12)

Some assumptions can be made in order to simplify the above expression. Given the relative

size and angle dependence of the χ
(2)
bulk terms, some can be merged (indistinguishable in their

angle-dependence) or dropped (negligible magnitude). The model has revealed that all xzz,

zzx, and zxz bulk terms are found to be insignificant relative to the rest of the bulk response.

We therefore make the approximation that those three terms can be excluded, given that

the they do not have corresponding non-zero dipolar terms.

We next examine the angle dependence of the χ
(2)
bulk. From the electron gas model, we

can see that only the bulk xxx and zxx terms are not constant with respect to the angle of
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incidence. Thus, we can treat the xxz, xzx and zzz bulk terms as complex-valued constants

and merge them with their respective dipolar response, with the exception of the zxx tensor

element. According to the model, zxx should not contribute to the surface dipolar response.

However, the bulk contribution that is not separable from the overall surface response cannot

be ignored. Thus, the overall surface response of the zxx tensor element is not zero, as it

originates from the bulk. This term in our expression is merged with its respective bulk

term given that we are interested in the extraction of the surface tensor terms. Finally, we

arrive at the simplified expression of χ
(2)
ppp, where each of the χ

(2)
ijk,comb.surf can be treated as

a complex-valued constant

χ(2)
ppp ≈ Lxxex Lxxex Lzzez χ

(2)
xxz,comb.surf + Lxxex Lzzez Lxxex χ

(2)
xzx,comb.surf

+ Lzzez Lzzez Lzzez χ
(2)
zzz,comb.surf + Lxxex Lxxex Lxxex χ

(2)
xxx,bulk

+ Lzzez Lxxex Lxxex χ
(2)
zxx,bulk.

(13)

The ppp experiment is performed in the same way as for the ssp polarization scheme,

except that we need to take into account that the phase of the LO is shifted by 180◦ upon

reflection from the z-cut quartz on either side of the Brewster angle. After the interference

fringes have been suitably processed,64,65 we arrive at the results shown with points in Fig. 6.

To further simplify the expression of χ
(2)
ppp, we can represent the two angle dependent bulk

elements (zxx and xxx) as well as their respective local field factors as a set of second-order

polynomials for their real and imaginary components. This approximation is justified by

first examining the linear combination of the zxx and xxx local field factors with the model

value of χ(2) (numbers in parenthesis in Table I). We then fit the line shape for its real

and imaginary components with separate second-order polynomial function and found it is

reasonable in this approach to capture the line shape in the experimental range of 40–70◦.

Thus, the χ
(2)
ppp expression for the multi-angle of incidence fitting becomes

χ(2)
ppp ≈ (LLLeee)xxz(θ) χ

(2)
xxz,surf+bulk + (LLLeee)xxz(θ) χ

(2)
xzx,surf+bulk

+ (LLLeee)zzz(θ) χ
(2)
zzz,surf+bulk + aθ2 + bθ + c,

(14)

where (LLLeee)ijk is the product of the local field factors and unit polarization vectors for

all three fields (SFG, visible, IR) for a given tensor elements. The coefficients a, b and c

encompass the linear combination of the product of the local field factors, unit polarization
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FIG. 6. Experimental results (points) from the heterodyne measurements in the ppp polarization

scheme displaying the (a) magnitude, (b) phase, (c) real, and (d) imaginary components of χ
(2)
ppp.

A fit of this data to Eq. 14 is shown with the lines in each panel. Error bars indicate one standard

deviation about the mean.
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vectors, and χ
(2)
bulk for the zxx and xxx components. As a result of the angle dependence

of L, (see Fig. 4) and the two angle dependent χ(2) terms (zxx and xxx), we can solve for

all the surface tensor elements. From our fitting, we find that |xzx/zzz| = 0.39 ± 0.02,

|xxz/zzz| = 1.11± 0.06, φxzx = −146± 3◦, φxxz = 62± 3◦, and φzzz = 83± 3◦.

V. DISCUSSION

Before bench-marking our experimental fitting results, it is important to first under-

stand what each of the simplified tensor elements represents; the three elements denoted as

‘surf+bulk’ are especially interesting. In the case of the xzx component, the bulk response is

significant relative to the overall bulk contribution. Thus, the xzx component is the combi-

nation of the dipolar surface contribution as well as the quadrupolar bulk contribution. For

the case of the xxz and zzz elements, their quadrupolar bulk contribution are insignificant

relative to the rest. Thus, as an approximation, we can treat the two tensor elements as the

dipolar surface response only, where χ
(2)
ijk,comb.surf ≈ χ

(2)
ijk,surf .

There are two tests we can perform in order to validate our results. As our gold surface

has C∞v symmetry, we know that χ
(2)
xxz,surf = χ

(2)
yyz,surf for both the magnitude and phase of

these tensor elements. Our first check is therefore to compare the result φxxz,surf = 62± 3◦

obtained in our deconstruction of the ppp data to our result of φyyz,surf = 65± 2◦ measured

directly in the ssp heterodyne experiment; we find them to be in agreement. The good match

also validates our model result that the relative contribution of χ
(2)
xxz,bulk is predicted to be

small. The second check is a comparison between experimental ppp/ssp ratio (points in

Fig. 7) and the predictions of our model in extracting the magnitude of all tensor elements

contributing to the ppp signal. If we take the magnitude of χ
(2)
xxz from the ppp fit and

multiply by the magnitude of Lyyz we should reproduce the ssp data according to

|χ(2)
ssp| ≈ |Lyyey Lyyey Lzzez χ

(2)
yyz,surf |

= |Lyyey Lyyey Lzzez χ
(2)
xxz,surf |.

(15)

The predicted ratio is plotted with the solid line in Fig. 7. The excellent agreement further

validates the decomposition of χ(2) tensor elements with our multi-angle ppp experiment.

Note that, although incorporation of the low-intensity ssp data has introduced large error

bars at high angles, this is not a fit (no adjustable parameters), merely a comparison of two

independent results.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the ratio of the magnitudes of the effective susceptibilities measured in

separate ppp and ssp homodyne experiments (points), to that calculated from the ppp multi-angle

heterodyne data (line), demonstrating the equivalence expressed in Eq. 15. Error bars represent

one standard deviation about the mean.

The decomposition of the three surface χ(2) elements with their respective local field

factors and the total bulk contribution is presented in Fig. 8. Without accounting for

local field effects, the relative size of the three surface tensor elements follows the order of

xxz > zzz > xzx. In comparison, it is found that the experimental gold χ
(2)
ppp response is

dominated by the effective surface xzx term followed by the xxz term then the zzz term.

This is due to the local field factor essentially acts as a relative weighting factor to its

respective tensor element. More interestingly, the total contribution of the bulk response is

significantly smaller than the rest of the surface response in Fig. 8. Due to the screening

of the z-component inside the gold when crossing the interface, components parallel to the

surface are much larger than the perpendicular ones. This result is in agreement with Refs. 69

and 70, given that the surface χ(2) elements contain both the isotropic and inseparable bulk

contributions.

From the model result in Table I, there should be a significant contribution from the xxx

and zxx elements relative to the total bulk response. Furthermore, given the relative size of

the xxx and zxx local field factors, one would expect that the total bulk contribution should

be significant compared to the surface response. We conclude that the total separable bulk

contribution is smaller than the surface and inseparable bulk response. This is in agreement
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the product of the susceptibility from

the fitting and its respective local field factor

with what has been reported for other metals, in studies where oxidation or disordering

decreases the nonlinear response.61

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A heterodyne-detected multi-angle approach has been demonstrated to decompose the

second-order nonlinear susceptibility measured in an SFG experiment in order to obtain

the substrate optical properties. As a demonstration, we have performed a study of a

planar gold surface that necessitates consideration of dipolar surface contributions as well as

quadrupolar bulk contributions. This method is especially interesting and relevant in cases

where only ppp experiments produce appreciable signals on account of surface selection
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rules. In the case where organic molecules are adsorbed on metal surfaces, this method has

the potential to assist in separating substrate and adsorbate components of the nonlinear

susceptibility tensor. While additional challenges remain in the case of vibrationally-resonant

contributions, the work we have presented here provide the necessary theoretical framework,

experimental techniques and results to embark on such studies.
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Appendix A: Bulk SFG contribution transformed into a surface term

We recall29 that, inside the bulk, the SFG beam propagates with a wavevector qSFG, a

dielectric function εSFG and at an angle of incidence θT
SFG, whereas the nonlinear polarization

propagates with a wavevector qS
SFG = qvis + qIR, associated to a dielectric function εS =

n2
S = εSFG|qS

SFG|2/|qSFG|2 at an angle of incidence θSSFG. Starting from the original equations

giving the amplitudes of the reflected SFG field as a function of the bulk polarization42

Ep(ωSFG) =
4π

nSnSFG

1

nSFG cos θSFG + cos θTSFG

[
PB
‖ sin θSFG

+PB
⊥
εSFGnS cos θS

SFG − εSnSFG cos θT
SFG

εSFG − εS

] (A1)

and

Es(ωSFG) = Ey(ωSFG) =
4π

εSFG − εS
nS cos θS

SFG − nSFG cos θT
SFG

nSFG cos θTSFG + cos θSFG

PB
y (A2)

where PB
‖ and PB

⊥ stand for the components of the bulk nonlinear polarization parallel and

perpendicular to qS
SFG, respectively, in the (x, z) plane. Defining the wavevector mismatch
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in reflection (∆qz)R = qvis,z +qIR,z +qSFG,z and in transmission (∆qz)T = qvis,z +qIR,z−qSFG,z,

we use the following identities to transform Eq. A1 and A2

(qS
SFG)2 − (qSFG)2 =(qSSFG,z)

2 − (qSFG,z)
2

=(∆qz)R(∆qz)T

=
ω2

SFG

c2
(εS − ε3)

(A3)

(∆qz)R/T =
ωSFG

c
(nS cos θS

SFG ± nSFG cos θT
SFG). (A4)

For s-polarization, this leads to

Es(ωSFG) =
4iπωSFG

c

1

nSFG cos θTSFG + cos θSFG

iPB
y

(∆qz)R

=
2iπωSFG

cos θSFGc
Lyy(ωSFG)

iPB
y

(∆qz)R

(A5)

and for p-polarization we have

PB
‖ = PB

x sin θS
SFG − PB

z cos θS
SFG

PB
⊥ = PB

x cos θS
SFG + PB

z sin θS
SFG.

(A6)

Using
εSFGnS cos θS

SFG − εSnSFG cos θT
SFG

εSFG − εS
= nSFG(cos θTSFG −

ωSFG

c

nSFG

(∆qz)R
) (A7)

we get, for the x projection,

Ep,x(ωSFG) =
4π

nSnSFG

1

nSFG cos θSFG + cos θTSFG

[
sin θS

SFG sin θSFG

+ cos θS
SFGnSFG(cos θTSFG −

ωSFG

c

nSFG

(∆qz)R
)

]
PB

x .

(A8)

Using sin θSFG = nSFG sin θTSFG and

(∆qz)R cos(θTSFG − θSSFG) =
ωSFG

c

[
nSFG cos θSSFG + nS cos θT

SFG

]
, (A9)

this simplifies into

Ep,x(ωSFG) =
4πωSFG

c

cos θT
SFG

nSFG cos θSFG + cos θTSFG

[
PB
x

(∆qz)R

]
=− 2iπωSFG

cos θSFGc
Lxx(ωSFG) cos θSFG

iPB
x

(∆qz)R
.

(A10)
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For the z projection, we have

Ep,z(ωSFG) =
4π

nSnSFG

1

nSFG cos θSFG + cos θTSFG

[
− cos θSSFG sin θSFG

+ sin θSSFGnSFG(cos θTSFG −
ωSFG

c

nSFG

(∆qz)R
)

]
PB
z ,

(A11)

simplifying by use of

(∆qz)R sin(θTSFG − θSSFG) =
ωSFG

c

εS − εSFG

nSnSFG

sin θSFG (A12)

into

Ep,z(ωSFG) =− 4πωSFG

c nSFG

1

nSFG cos θSFG + cos θTSFG

PB
z

(∆qz)R
sin θSFG

=
2iπωSFG

c cos θSFG

Lzz(ωSFG) sin θSFG
iPB

z

(∆qz)R
.

(A13)

Equations A5, A10 and A13 are formally identical to the decomposition of the electric field

emitted at the interface by an equivalent surface polarization41 defined by Eq. 4.

Appendix B: Separable and inseparable bulk terms

From Eq. 3, 4 and 5, and using Eq. 1, we get for the 14 components of the equivalent

surface nonlinear susceptibility:

χ
(2)
xxx,bulk = − 1

(∆qz)R
[Dvisqvis,x +DIRqIR,x + ∆visqvis,x + ∆IRqIR,x] (B1)

χ
(2)
xzz,bulk = χ

(2)
xyy,bulk = − 1

(∆qz)R
[Dvisqvis,x +DIRqIR,x] (B2)

χ
(2)
zxx,bulk = χ

(2)
zyy,bulk =

1

(∆qz)R
[Dvisqvis,z +DIRqIR,z] (B3)

χ
(2)
zzz,bulk =

1

(∆qz)R
[Dvisqvis,z +DIRqIR,z + ∆visqvis,z + ∆IRqIR,z] (B4)

χ
(2)
xxz,bulk = χ

(2)
yyz,bulk =

1

(∆qz)R
[∆visqvis,z] (B5)

χ
(2)
xzx,bulk = χ

(2)
yzy,bulk =

1

(∆qz)R
[∆IRqIR,z] (B6)

χ
(2)
zzx,bulk = χ

(2)
yyx,bulk = − 1

(∆qz)R
[∆visqvis,x] (B7)

χ
(2)
zxz,bulk = χ

(2)
yxy,bulk = − 1

(∆qz)R
[∆IRqIR,x] (B8)
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It is known41 that only the transverse part of the bulk nonlinear polarization emits field

at the SFG frequency, the transversality being related to its wavevector qSFG. We rewrite

Eq. 3 as

−iPB(qvis,qIR) =

[
Dvis +DIR

2
(qvis + qIR)

+
Dvis −DIR

2
(qvis − qIR)

]
(Evis · EIR)

+∆vis(qvis · EIR)Evis + ∆IR(qIR · Evis)EIR

(B9)

We may, without modifying the emitted fields, subtract from the first term a non-radiative

contribution (Dvis +DIR)qSFG(Evis ·EIR)/2, so that it now contributes to the bulk nonlinear

polarization as

−iDvis +DIR

2
(∆qz)R(Evis · EIR)ẑ (B10)

and to the equivalent surface polarization as

PB,surf,insep. =
Dvis +DIR

2
(Evis · EIR)ẑ. (B11)

This part of the equivalent surface polarization amounts to adding the constant value (Dvis+

DIR)/2 to the surface coefficients zxx, zyy and zzz. As it does not depend on any wavevector

anymore, it is not possible to experimentally discriminate it from pure surface terms60, and

is named inseparable bulk.55 On the contrary, the separable bulk terms of the equivalent

surface nonlinear polarization follow, modifying Eqs. B1–B4 to obtain

χ
(2)
xxx,bulk,sep. = − 1

(∆qz)R

[
Dvis −DIR

2
(qvis,x − qIR,x) + ∆visqvis,x + ∆IRqIR,x

]
(B12)

χ
(2)
xzz,bulk,sep. =χ

(2)
xyy,bulk,sep.

=− 1

(∆qz)R

[
Dvis −DIR

2
(qvis,x − qIR,x)

] (B13)

χ
(2)
zxx,bulk,sep. =χ

(2)
zyy,bulk,sep.

=
1

(∆qz)R

[
Dvis −DIR

2
(qvis,z − qIR,z)

] (B14)

χ
(2)
zzz,bulk,sep. =

1

(∆qz)R

[
Dvis −DIR

2
(qvis,z − qIR,z) + ∆visqvis,z + ∆IRqIR,z

]
(B15)

while the eight others (Eq. B5–B8) remain unchanged.
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